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Abstract 

This paper discusses the practical ways by which 

language users make use of neologisms in order to 

find expressions for the day-to-day usages of 

common terms, which are found in other languages 

like English, Arabic, and Hausa and so on. The 

media practitioners and educationists are exposed 

to using words to capture their intensions. Since 

these practitioners are faced with audience that are 

of local language, they are forced to look for words 

that will express what goes on in the world around 

them. In an age of science, Information and 

Communications Technology (ICT), many of the 

words used are terms from English and Arabic  

origin; therefore, this research work aims to solve 

this problem of new terms when coming to yoruba 

language. We do hope the extension of such can be 

done to any other Nigeria languages. The 

methodology used in this work is purely 

observation. Through this, we discover that new 

items are named through the processes, such as 

Eponym, Loanwords, Onomatopoeic, Phono˗ 

semantic matching/ Interface and so on. 

 

 

Introduction  

Language users, such as media practitioners, translators and educationists are 

faced with problems of how objects of alien origins named in local language to 
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increase assimilation of the listeners. This paper therefore seeks to discuss this 

linguistic problem and the solution. The solution proffered in the paper is 

neologism as a process in language engineering; types of neologism, sources of 

neologism and processes of neologism were thoroughly discussed. Although 

our discussion was general, we used Yoruba as example where necessary.          

“Language engineering is a new and developing area of linguistics. It is an 

aspect of linguistics which came up as a result of the advent of Information and 

Communications Technology (ICT). 

Capo (1990: p. 1) in defining the concept of language engineering sees it as: 

“That domain of applied linguistics concerned with the 

design and the implementation of strategies (i.e. conscious 

and deliberate steps) towards the rehabilitation and optimal 

utilization of individual languages”. 

 

Delving further on the issue of language engineering vis-a-vis language 

development, Capo (1990: pp. 1-2) further asserts that: 

“Language engineering is a continuing and dialectic 

process including orthography design corpus planning, 

material development, and encouragement of language use 

at all levels to account for and communicate the changing 

experiences of the speakers as well as aspects of human 

legacy called knowledge”. 

 

Since new and emerging idea, which have their origin from the source language, 

must be expressed in the local language, there is the need to find an equivalent 

translation that will capture the essence of the borrowed word in the borrowing 

language. It is the belief of some scholars that Yorùbá language is too 

impoverished to accommodate emerging ideas from languages like English. 

This belief is expressed in the word of Owolabi (2006: p. 17) that: 

“If anything, our local languages are constrained in a 

number of ways. Most of them are not developed enough to 

accommodate the intricacies and inflections that a dynamic 

language should have. New ways of doing things especially 

in the areas of science and technology as well as information 
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technology can hardly be captured by the lexis and structure 

of our indigenous languages”. 

Neologism means new word or expression or a new meaning of a word. 

Xantumbishi (1999) discussed on neologisms: 

 Neologism is one of the means through which language develops. The idea of 

semantic changes has its roots in loans and neologism, and undoubtedly they 

provided the most vibrant means of lexical expansion in language studies. Thus, 

the phenomena occur in both hostile and friendly environment, as it happened 

in the case of Hausa community in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, where 

Arabic and English came into contact with Hausa. It is evidently clear that 

Hausa has significantly benefited from the intercourse, which could be seen in 

the number of lexical items borrowed from these two languages. 

The AHD (1990) defines neologism as a new word, expression, or usage and 

the creation of new words or senses.’ Neologism is a new word, phrases or 

sentences coined for new terms. Neologisms are defined as "newly coined 

lexical units or existing lexical units that acquire a new sense" (Newmark 1988: 

140). Mathew (1997) defined neologisms: “any new words which is introduced 

in to a language. To guide our discussion on neologism, we will be bringing 

Yoruba as a case study.   

 

Sub Categorization of Neologism. 

Sub categorizations are: Eponym, Loanwords, onomatopoeic and 

phono˗semantic interface.    

 

Eponym 

This is a category of neologism that makes use of a proper noun to be commonly 

used for a new idea. a proper noun that becomes commonly used for an idea it 

is associated with, usually by changing its part of speech, like Xerox, Orwellian 

, and Stentorian.  E.g: to Xerox a document‘(to make a photocopy of), ‗to tipp-

ex an error‘(to cover with correcting fluid). This includes such words as 

“Orwellian” (from George Orwell, referring to his novel Nineteen Eighty-Four). 

Other examples are "Kafkaesque" (from Franz Kafka, author and philosopher 

most renowned for The Metamorphosis) and "Ballardesque" or "Ballardian" 

(from J. G. Ballard, author of Crash).  Also, (Aje) in Yoruba was a proper noun 
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but now being used for every act of transaction. „Maradona,‟  is a nickname for 

whoever knows how to lie and dribble people, among whom is Bambagida. 

Diego Amando Maradona, a soccer player, on the other hand, as the Argentina 

football captain in the 1986 world cup dazzled the entire world with his soccer 

artistry and scored a controversial goal with „the hand of God‟. He led 

Argentina to win the cup and contributed immensely towards the feat. His 

soccer prowess is likened to the way Babangida dribbled Nigerians, and the fact 

that he was a master in his own game of unpredictability (Idiagbon and Olaniyi: 

2011). Another example of eponymy is a word such as Allah, i.e., the Arabic 

language word for God is traceable to the Arabian nations and Northern Nigeria. 

It is a borrowing into English which has remained a popular usage in our society 

especially among Muslims when they refer to God. Similar to this word is the 

word „emirate‟ which has found its way into the English Lexicon (see Oxford 

Advanced Learners‟ English dictionary). The sources of these words are the 

Islamic religion and the Hausa – Fulani cultures respectively.   

 

Loanwords 

This is a word borrowed from another language. The use of loanwords, or 

borrowing, is the acceptance of a word from another language to represent the 

original concept in the target language. 

Loanwords can be phonologically modified to reflect natural sound patterns of 

the receptor language, or an attempt can be made to preserve (to some degree) 

evidence of their foreign origin. The Yoruba Studies Association chose the 

former method in their terminology development. For example, Bamgbose lists 

fóníìmù ‘phoneme’( (Bamgbose1984).The orthographic conversion of English 

<ph> to Yoruba <f> is not a phonological change, but the addition of vowels to 

exchange the final syllable of the English source [-nim] for the bi-syllabic coda 

of the Yoruba term [-niimu] (tones omitted) shows true phonological 

adaptation. The assigned tonal structure is also an adaptation to the 

phonological structure of Yoruba. 

According to McGregor (2009:89), Loan words or borrowing words is divided 

into two: Loan translations or calques and loan blends 

a. Loan translations 

Loan translations or calques are a special type of borrowing in which the 

morphemes composing the source words are translated item by item. Examples 

are English “power polities” from German Machtpolitik and Chinese 
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nanpencgyu (Make friend) from English “boy friend”. In linguistic, a claque or 

loan translation is a word or phrase borrowed from another language by literal. 

Word-for-word (Latin: “verbum pro verbo”) or root-for-root translation. For 

example, the common English phrase “flea market” is a phrase calque that 

literally translates the French “marcheaux puces” (market where one acquires 

fleas”). 

Going in the other direction, from English to French, provides an example of 

how a compound word may be calqued by first breaking it down into its 

component, roots. The French “gratte-ciel” is a word-coinage inspired by the 

model of the English “skyscraper” “gratter” literally translated as “to scrape” 

and “ciel” translated as “sky”. The same is true for the swedith word 

“skyskrapa” Spanish word “rascacielose” and the Italian word “grattacielo” 

(literally, a scrapeskies- sky), the Russian word “He bockped” the Nurwegian 

word “skyscraper” and the Danish word “skyskraber” (both lilerally “cloud-

scraper”). 

b. Loanblends 

Similar to calques are loanblends in which one of the morphemes, that is the 

main lexical morpheme is borrowed, and the other is native as in Pennsylvanian 

German bassig “bossy” with borrowed stem and native suffix,-ig a Garman 

morpheme corresponding to the English –y suffix. 

 

Onomatopoeic 

An onomatopoeic is a word formation that involves imitation of sounds, a word 

which imitates natural sounds. They are words that imitate the sound that they 

denote. For instance, the bird name cuckoo is developed from the way he bird 

sounds. Another example: Pow! Bam! (a type of onomatopoeia that was made 

popular in comic books).  Alupupu˗ ‘tractor’ is an example of onomatopoeic in 

Yoruba language. Some onomatopoeic might not be understood, until it is used 

in is sentence or proverb as seen in the following proverbs: 

 

A gbe Igbira le keke  oni ejo’un te penpen. 

An Igbira (man) is given a ride on a bicycle he complains that he has not been 

allowed to press the horn (penpen). 
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‘Penpen’ is a sound of an English term (horn) brought to Yoruba, through 

borrowing but it is described through its sound (onomatopoeic). Arinola (2009) 

said It is onomatopoeic because the word penpen echoes the real sound of the 

horn of a bicycle or a vehicle and it is ideophonic because the idea described is 

more than the echo of the sound of the horn. Facial expressions and also hand 

gesture could be employed in order to drive home the effect and musicality of 

the  proverb. 

The next proverb: 

 

Bata omode nke kia kia, bata agbalagba n ke e pe, ke e pe. 

The shoes of a youth sounds kia kia(quick, quick) while those of an elder sound 

ke e pe, ke e pe (live long, live long). 

To present another example of onomatopoeic kia kia and ke e pe, ke e pe which 

reflect or illustrate the sounds made by a youth’s shoes and the slippers of an 

elder or a senior citizen respectively. It should be noted that young men and 

women are fond of wearing covered shoes with hard sole and high-heeled shoes 

which produce quick sounds while they walk. On the other hand, the elderly 

usually puts on slippers which drag on the floor and flap on the soles of their 

legs, producing the sound ke e pe, ke e pe. The youth also walk briskly as they 

are full of life while the elders count their steps. The proverb is also an example 

of ideophone because of the gesture employed while demonstrating the sounds.   

 

Phono˗ semantic matching/ Interface 

To discuss categorization of neologism in term of matching between phonetics 

and semantics, we will need to consider what linguists said about definition of 

morphology, considering semantic approach and phonological approach.  

According to Crystal (1976), morpheme is the smallest bit of a language.. 

Mathew (1974), opines that the forms and the formations of passes and 

disregarded can be understood only when considering their meaning relation. 

In these two examples, pass and regard will be said to be free morphemes, 

without them, ..es, dis.. , ..ed are not capable of making any sense. On 

phonology, Bello (2001) describes morpheme in terms of its morphological 

properties. For instance, each of the plural markers in English  
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When discussing the interface, Crystal (1976) stated three criteria for defining 

morpheme. Firstly, it is a formal or physical unit; it has a phonetics shape. 

Secondly, it has a meaning, and lastly, it has a syntactic role to play in the 

construction of a larger grammatical unit. For instance, how do we explain (s) 

in ducks, kegs, and buses? The /s/ has different pronunciation but means the 

same thing. Therefore, these variants can be described as allomorph of the same 

morpheme. Additionally, /rows/ can be understood in two ways; as a verb or a 

noun, depending on the context. Therefore, a morpheme is the smallest unit in 

the expression system that can be correlated directly with any part of the content 

system. 

To form neologisms for English terms in Yoruba, Hausa and other Nigeria 

languages, there is phono˗ semantic maching/ interface, because of differences 

in phonology of both languages. English may have initial, medial and final 

position consonant cluster. Yoruba, Hausa and major Nigeria languages in 

contrast to this do not entertain consonant cluster. This is because syllable is 

always open. As a result of this, the morphological phenomenons which play in 

naturalization of English word to conform to Yoruba ways of word formation 

(for example) are assimilation and contraction.  

a. Consonant Cluster 

An English morpheme with consonant cluster either, initial, medial or final 

position, on passing to Yoruba through usage or loan will require a cluster˗ 

breaking vowel in order that the syllable structure may conform with the 

Yoruba pattern. The vowel used to break the cluster is known as epenthetic. 

The nature of an epenthetic vowel depends on a number of factors within 

the immediate environment of the consonant combinations. If the first 

member of the consonant cluster is dental or any other consonant near that 

place of articulation, but not labial, the epenthetic vowel is often an /i/. 

Abubakar (2004). 

For instance:         English                               Yoruba  

                             Belt                                      bɛli: ti 

                            Milk                                       mili:ki 

                            Trebor                                    tirɛbɔ 
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The second rules governing the epenthetic vowel is that if the first member 

of the consonants cluster is post˗ dental, especially labial, such as /b/, /f/, 

/m/ and /p/. The cluster breaker is usually a /u/ 

       Examples for this in English loan words to Yoruba are: 

                English                                        Yoruba 

                Bread                                         / burɛdi/ 

               Flower                                        / fulawa/ 

The third rule involves certain English morphemes which contain some 

vowel with which the epenthetic vowel is in harmony, a cluster ˗breaker 

will, disregard the first and second rule but harmonizes with another vowel 

within the environment. Examples from English loan words to Yoruba.  

              Blade                              biledi 

              Brick                               biriki 

b. Assimilation 

Assimilation is also on phonological processes that takes place in Yoruba 

word formation. This happens when a feature of a phoneme is transferred 

to another phoneme at morpheme boundary. In a typical Yoruba 

assimilation there are two different phonemes in contact; one is replaced 

by the other resulting in duplicating of one and elision of another. E.g. ile 

iwe ˃ ile ewe. Abubakar (2004) when discussing on Arabic loan words to 

Yoruba said when ever Arabic loan words are in cluster with consonant 

such as /h/ /’/, they treated as in Yoruba as vowels. E.g /rahmat/ to /ra:mɔ/ 

. Another example brought by Abubakar( 2004) is contraction where 

vowels and consonant alike is reduced from what is obtainable in the 

original precision of the words. For instance, oni+ohun> olohun> oloun as 

a result of contraction.    

c. Meaning Narrowing and Broadening   

 In the formation of neologism in Yoruba for English terms, at the semantic 

level, there is meaning narrowing or meaning broadening. 

Yoruba has an extensive system of using most of the name of human body 

parts to give psychological expression to various semantic features. Some 

of the words which during their original coinages might be figurative 

expressions have passed, as a result of frequency of use, to veridical 

utterances. Some of the parts of the body are used in a relation to a human, 
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while in some cases the same words ma be used in reference to non˗human 

or inanimate object. According to Abubakar( 2004) , those that may be used 

in relation to humans include: inu “ stomach”, ori “head” edo “liver” ifun 

“ intestine” oju “eyes” ehin “back”, owo “hand” enu “mouth”, okan “ 

mind” eje “blood” eikannan “nail”  

 For instance:  

Yoruba                    literal meaning                     real gloss 

Inu mi dun             my belly is sweet                I am happy 

Ori re dara             your head is beautiful         you are lucky 

      They are also used for non˗human objects in the following examples  

Yoruba                 literal meaning                      real gloss 

Ori igi                  head of tree                         top of tree 

Oju ona               eye of road                           road 

Enu ona               mouth of road                      doorway 

 

Sources of new words 

Creation 

Creation is the process of creating new words for new terms. According to 

bamgbose (1984) and Awobuluyi (1992) creation of neologism can follow any 

of the following: composition, semantic extension, dialect borrowing, coinages, 

cultural acceptance and so on.    

  a. Composition  

According to Bamgbose (1984), composition is primarily the forming of 

a single word (normally a noun) from an entire sentence. The native 

speaker can capture the essence of the original sentence and thus 

understand the word. For example, àfúnnupè ‘constricting the mouth in 

order to pronounce’ is created from A máa Â fún çnu pè é ‘we habitual 

constrict mouth pronounce it’, and is used for the Yoruba linguistics term 

‘fricative’. Awobuluyi (1992) in his book also used the term 

‘composition with just a slight change. According to Awobuluyi, 

composition is a strategy where new terms are ‘created for that language 

by combining some of its morphemes, words, or even phrases’. 

One method of composition listed by Awobuluyi is that of description. 

Description most commonly involves using existing words that capture 
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one or more of the attributes of the new concept. It may describe the (i) 

function or purpose, (ii) manner of production or application, (iii) 

appearance, (iv) behavior, and (v) peculiar characteristics. One example 

from Awobuluyi is çfun-ìkôwé ‘chalk’ (literally ‘white substance for 

writing’) where the Yoruba neologism describes both the appearance and 

purpose of the item. 

Translation is a second method of composition, which Awobuluyi 

(1992:23) subdivides to ‘word translation’ and ‘feature translation’. 

Word translation involves finding a near semantic match and allowing it 

to carry the meaning of the new concept. Thus, ìgbésókè ‘raising’ in the 

linguistic sense is literally ‘lifting up’. Translation in this sense may be 

a form of register extension if it uses existing words, or distinct from it 

when the term is created by an original combination of existing 

morphemes. Feature translation involves componential analysis (Nida 

1975) the new concept and of existing morphemes in the target language 

to establish a ‘best match’ for the new concept. Awobuluyi (1992) gives 

the example of translating the linguistic term ‘argument’ as a term by 

reduction to the semantic components of ‘(i) statement and (ii) 

justification’ and provides the Yoruba term àwíjàre which he back-

translates as ‘that which is said to justify oneself or show that one is 

right’. 

Composition involves utilizing regular morphological processes of the 

target language and existing morphemes of the language in new, unique 

combinations that create new terms. Examples from Awobuluyi include 

nominalization, i.e. àtamõ ‘clitic’ made up of à- ‘noun prefix’ and ta mõ 

‘stick on to’, and complete sentences which assume the function of a 

single word, i.e. ônà-másösê ‘expressway’ (literally, ‘road of don’t alight 

from vehicles’) 

b.    Semantic Extension  

Bamgbose (1984) said that semantic extension occurs when a word 

representing a concrete item or known concept is used in an unmodified 

form for a new concept that has a metaphorical relationship to the 

original meaning of the word. For example àpólà ‘a piece from a mass’ 

(e.g. a piece of wood broken from board) becomes ‘a phrase’, a phrase 
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being conceptually a part from a sentence ( Bangbose: 1984). Awobuluyi 

(1992: 21) also explained more on ‘meaning extension” and called it 

‘range extension’ The terminology strategies that he lists as various types 

of range extension are bound together in that ‘they do not bring about 

any increase in the number of individual terms in a language. Instead, 

they merely add to the expressive power of those terms’ . Awobuluyi 

(1992:18) also divides the range extension concept, dealing first with 

register extension. He describes this almost as a passive or transparent 

terminology development method, i.e. the original and the intended 

concept so closely match that the new term seems to be a simple 

translation of the foreign word. The unnoticed fact is that the word is 

being used in a new, technical sense that had not previously been 

available in the lexicon of the language. An example is êwõn ‘node’ 

whose original meaning describes an aspect of plants; that is it operates 

in the field of botany. The use of êwõn by Yoruba linguists to describe a 

point on a syntactical display has moved the term into a new field. It 

added a usage in the area of linguistic terminology and thereby extended 

the linguistic registers in which the term can be utilized. 

Meaning extension is separated from range extension by a greater 

difference in the actual concepts. For example, àtç ‘display tray’ is used 

for ‘chart’ in linguistics. The basic concept of a flat surface on which 

items are distributed in a way they can be easily seen is similar enough 

to suggest range extension, yet the differences are great also. In a chart, 

the ‘tray’ is paper, not any of the natural materials of a traditional àtç. 

Furthermore, items cannot be lifted off a chart, nor are the items on a 

chart for sale. These differences make it more appropriate to treat àtç 

‘chart’ as an instance of meaning extension (Awobuluyi;1992:19). 

Extension of distribution is an increase in the number of places in the 

grammatical structure of a language at which a particular word may 

occur. For instance, Yoruba allows àì- ‘negative’ to be prefixed to a verb 

to form a noun: àìlö ‘not going’ (from lö ‘to go’). Prior to the term 

development efforts, only one or two adjectives occurred using ái-. This 

limited derivational strategy was expanded by Yoruba language planners 

to develop a number of ‘negative’ adjectives. One example is àìránmúpè 
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‘oral’ derived from àránmúpè ‘nasalized’. Thus the distribution of àì- 

was extended, becoming a general strategy for forming ‘negative’ 

adjectives. 

Awobuluyi (1992:20) lists ibá ‘manner’ under range extension, while 

Bamgbose (1984) considers it a coinage. The range extension seems a 

more satisfactory category as the word bá had existed with virtually the 

same meaning in other Yoruba contexts, i.e. bá yìí ‘in this manner’.  

c.  Coinage. 

Awobuluyi (1992:2) describes coinage as ‘terms made up in a patently 

artificial manner, without employing any of the regular and permissible 

word-formation processes in a language.’ . Taken literally, this statement 

would result in coined words that in no way resemble natural words, a 

concept his following examples contradict. ‘…there are quite a number 

of potential monosyllabic and monomorphemic words that do not at 

present occur in the language. For example, bé, be, bè; bën, bçn, bên; 

and bín, bin, bìn.’ However, these words do conform to the regular and 

permissible word patterns of Yoruba, as the language does allow 

monosyllabic verbs. Coinage, then, could be better described as 

following regular patterns (phonological and derivational) of the 

language to produce a unique string of naturally arranged phonemes. 

Coined words look and sound like natural words in the target language, 

but are not recognized as meaningful words until the general population 

acquires the knowledge of the newly assigned meaning. Coinage can be 

said to fill a gap in the natural lexicon of the language. 

Noted here is that coinage is one of the types of neologisms and it has 

the same meaning with neologism as defined by Awobuluyi and 

Bangbose (above); a newly developed word in a (receptor) language. 

Bangbose (1984) described coinage as the creation of new words which 

follow natural phonological patterns but, prior to their creation, no other 

meaning had been ascribed to that combination of sounds. Bamgbose 

lists lénù ‘be superfluous’ and ibá ‘manner’ as a coinage. However, these 

do not represent pure coinage, as the terms are built from existing words 

that have at least a metaphorical connection to the new concept. The 
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word lénù is built from lé ‘exceed’ and nù ‘be lost’, and some of the 

concept ‘superfluous’ can be seen in ‘exceeds being lost’. 

  d.    Cultural Acceptance 

After being coined, neologisms invariably undergo scrutiny by the public 

and by linguists to determine their suitability to the language. Many 

neologisms are accepted very quickly; others attract opposition. 

Language experts sometimes object to a neologism on the grounds that 

a suitable term for the thing described already exists in the language. 

Non- experts who dislike the neologism sometimes also use this 

argument, deriding the neologism as abuse and ignorance of the 

language. Some neologisms , especially those referring to sensitive 

subjects , are often objected to on the grounds that they obscure the issue 

being discussed, and that such a word novelty often leads a discussion 

away from the root issue and onto a sidetrack about the meaning of the 

neologism itself. Proponents of a neologism see it as being useful, and 

also helping the language to grow and change. Often they perceive these 

words as being a fun and a creative way to play with a language. Also, 

the semantic precision of most neologisms, along with what is usually a 

straightforward syntax, often makes them easier to grasp by people who 

are not native speakers of the language. The outcome of these debates, 

when they occur, has a great deal of influence on whether a neologism 

eventually becomes an accepted part of the language. Linguists may 

sometimes delay acceptance, for instance by refusing to include the 

neologism in dictionaries; this can sometimes cause a neologism to die 

out over time. Nevertheless, if the public continues to use the term, it 

always eventually sheds its status as a neologism and enters the language 

even over the objections of language experts (Bamgbose: 1984).    

e.  Borrowing 

One of the commonest sources of new words in human language is by 

borrowing. Borrowing simply means the process or taking words from one 

or more language to fit into vocabulary of another. Borrowing normally 

occurs as a result of contact. On this, Bangbose (1984) said: 

 “Two or more languages are said to be in contact if they are used by the 

same individuals or group of persons alternatively. Some borrowing may 
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involve borrowing words and adapting them to the phonological system of 

the target language or borrowing words and preserving the source-language 

Phonology as much as possible. McGregor (2009:89), brought two types 

of borrowing as: loan blend and calques or loan˗ translations. Awobuluyi 

(1992) used the term ‘Borrowing words’ for ‘loan words and divide them 

in to two “internal borrowing and external borrowing. Internal borrowing, 

a situation where a word used in a single dialect is selected for language-

wide use as a specific term. This was used sparingly in the Yoruba 

development discussed by Awobuluyi. He does, however, call for research 

and preparation of lists of dialect-unique terms that can serve as a resource 

for later use of this strategy ( Awobuluy,1992:26). Bamgbose (1984) used 

dialect borrowing to mean internal borrowing used by Awobuluyi, dialect 

borrowing is a word present in one dialect, but not in others, being selected 

to become a language-wide term for a new concept. The Yoruba project 

reported here made light use of this strategy, listing only two examples ( 

Bangbose: 1984). 

External borrowing according Awobuluyi (1992:27) is ‘adopting items 

from languages not closely related to the receiving language’ when it 

seemed a pedagogical advantage to do so. There was a relatively small 

portion (approximately ten percent) of words borrowed from English, and 

phonological modifications were instituted to allow these words to 

conform to natural Yoruba phonological patterns. One example is kólõônù 

‘colon’ in which the phonetic relationship to the source and the 

phonological changes are clearly seen. Babalola (1972) had observed that 

one of the major problems of Yoruba is that of expressing new items or 

ideas introduced into the language through other languages in contact 

situations such as English, French, Arabic and Hausa. He suggested the use 

of neologisms to solve this problem as in the examples of: minute (ìséjú), 

lesson (èkó), glass (ife), matches (ìsáná), pencil (léèdì), etc. 

Yusuff (2008) however observes that it is part of the natural developmental 

process for the speakers of a language to devise means of expressing ideas 

and concepts which are alien to one‘s culture. He further notes that apart 

from deliberate efforts at lexical developments for formal use, the Yoruba 

language has the grammatical resources to create lexical items when faced 
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with the challenge of innovativeness. dialect borrowing  Bamgbose (1984) 

describes dialect borrowing as a word present in one dialect, but not in 

others, being selected to become a language-wide term for a new concept. 

The Yoruba project reported here made light use of this strategy, listing 

only two examples ( Bangbose: 1984). 

f. Combining 

To form new words, some items must be combined. Two or more words 

from the receptor language may be combined together for a new idea 

coming from receptor language. In forming new words, some combination 

must be involved.    

g.  Blending 

This is morphological process of creating a new word by combining parts 

of two or more already existing words in the same language.  

breakfast + lunch ! brunch 

smoke + fog ! smog 

motor + hotel ! motel 

h.  Clipping 

Longer words are shortened doctor (doc), professor (prof), laboratory (lab), 

advertisement (adver), examination (exam) , bicycle (bike), refrigerator 

(fridge). People’s name can also be clipped:  as in the examples of FASH 

for Fashola, KUSH for Kushimo, LAI for Olayiwola and TOKS for 

Tokunbo. On this, Idiagbon (2011) said Generally, these coinages serve 

many communicative functions which include the quest for social 

identification, group solidarity or the need to disguise one‘s identity. They 

represent the various ways in which individuals and social identities are 

mediated by bilingual behaviour. 

i. Acronym 

Acronyms {like abbreviations, but acts as a normal word Laser.  { light 

ampli_cation by simulated emission of radiation radar { radio detecting and 

ranging) we can also have names of human being as examples:  Samuel 

Adewale Maja (SAM), Ganiyu Olawale Solomon (GOS), Femi Akintunde 

Johnson (FAJ), Bushura Alebiosu (BUSH).  NADECO (National 

Democratic Electoral Commission), FEDECO (Federal Electoral 

Commission), ECOMOG (Ecowas Monitoring Group), MAMSER (Mass 
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Mobilization for social and Economic Reliance)etc. Others include 

government agencies such as NEPA, (National Electric Power Authority), 

now PHCN (Power Holding Company of Nigeria) NIPOST, (Nigeria 

Postal Service) NITEL, (Nigeria Telecommunications) NAN, (News 

Agency of Nigeria) NICON (National Insurance Cooperation of Nigeria). 

Some schorlars also listed these as sources of new words:   

• Relexicalised versions of personal names such as: Rosco for Rasaq, 

Owoblow for Owolabi, China for Shina and Murphy for Mufutau.  

• Initializations such as: I.D. for Idowu, R.S.K for Rasaq, S.K or Eskay for 

Sikiru, B.G for Bode George, T.J. or Tee Jay for Tajudeen.  

• Generally, these coinages serve many communicative functions which 

include the quest for social identification, group solidarity or the need to 

disguise one‘s identity. They represent the various ways in which 

individuals and social identities are mediated by bilingual behaviour  

j. Conversion  

This is a process whereby a category of word is also used for another 

category. This simply involves a change in the function of a word. For in 

stance, we have been seeing examples of verbs being used as a noun in 

some phrases. E.g a dangerous run. The talk was lenghy. This process is 

called “conversion”, and in some cases it is difficult to tell which the 

original category is. Example of noun changing to verb through this process 

is: they man the gate in case of any emergency. The meaning of a man (v) 

is included in the meaning of the noun (the base).  

 

Conclusion 

So far, we have discussed categorizations of neologism as one of the processes 

of language engineering; which are eponyms, loan words, onomatopoeic. 

Sources of neologism such as; creation, combining, blending, clipping among 

others were discussed. Lastly, we discussed common phono˗semantic interface 

in the formation of neologisms. we do hope that this paper will guide the 

languages   
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